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In this paper we study a branching Brownian motion inside a bounded, smooth domain with killing at 
the boundary. The paths of the process are transformed - roughly speaking - so that all the branches 
which reach the boundary are totally erased with unit speed for a given time p, OS p c co, starting from 
the tip of the branch. A limit theorem for the ratio of the number of particles in the erased process and 
the original one is proved. This may be viewed as a generalisation of a result for Galton-Watson processes 
due to Athreya and Ney (1972). 
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1. Introduction 
Let X = {X, = (Xl”, . . . , Xl”!’ ): t 3 0}, X,, = x E lRd, be a branching Brownian motion 
in Rd. Here, Xl” denotes the location of the ith particle of the total N, particles 
living at time r. It is assumed that the creation rate is a constant (Y (say), and 
that the offspring distribution p = {p,, : n = 0, 1,2, . . } is state independent and 
p() = p, = 0. 
The canonical sample space for X is a space of marked trees, denoted 0. A tree 
w is a subset of the set 
u= fi N”u{0}, N={1,2,. . .>, 
n--l 
with a special structure (cf. Neveu [lo]). Elements in a tree are called particles. 
Every particle u E w is marked with a positive number LU(w) - called the life time 
of the particle - and with a continuous function r?(o) : [0, 5”) H Rd - called the 
path of the particle-such that for every u E w, y;;i(w) = ~;-‘c(w) for 1 s j s V”(W), 
where vu is the number of offspring of the particle u. We also introduce two fictitious 
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states a, and dk, and set y:(w) = d,. for all t 2 5” or y:(w) = ak for all t 2 I”. The 
probability measure on (0, 9) - 9 is a proper g-algebra on R - associated with 
X is denoted with P.. See Chauvin [3], Chauvin, Rouault [4] for details concerning 
this framework. 
For a given u E U let R” := {w E 0: u E w}, and define for w E a’, 
a”(w) := 
1 
inf{sE[W+: y:(w)& 0}, if {.}#0, 
+*> otherwise, 
where 0 is a bounded domain in [Wd with a smooth boundary ~0. Further, for every 
UE.Q introduce L,(uJ):={uEw: a”(w)<a}, and 
P(w) := 
1 
C”(W), if u E L,,(w) and Z!v < U: u E L,(w), 
+*, otherwise, 
where the notation v < u means that v is U’S ancestor i.e. 3w E U: u = VW. The family 
r:= {TV: u E U} constitutes a stopping line (see [3]) and also a terminal line (see 
[12]). Intuitively, T records the first exits on the family tree from the domain 0. 
Killing the process X at r, i.e. a particle hitting a0 is instantaneously sent to the 
state dk, gives a new branching process denoted (X, P.). In the case there are no 
particles living at time t we say that X has become extinct and set 2, = a, (with a 
slight abuse of our notation). 
It is assumed that the domain 0 is ‘large enough’ so that the probability of 
extinction is strictly less than 1 (see (3.1)). To guarantee an exponential growth in 
the number of particles we also assume that the so called N log N-condition holds 
i.e. 
; f&Jr log n <cc (1.1) 
,1 =z 
(see Asmussen and Hering [l]). 
In the next section we study the process obtairied from J? by cutting the branches 
at the point where it takes p (say), 0 s p < 00, time units for the whole branch to 
reach the boundary i.e. to become extinct. In the case p = ~0 all the branches reaching 
the boundary are cut off at their starting points. Conditioning on the event that the 
tree is not totally cut the law of the transformed process is given using a result from 
[12]. This is, on one hand, a generalisation of a result due to Athreya and Ney [2, 
p. 491 presented in the context of a decomposition of supercritical Galton-Watson 
processes, and, on the other hand, a result of Neveu [ 111. In fact, we are giving - 
in this special case - a probabilistic interpretation of an analytical transformation 
of a branching semigroup first introduced by Harris [5] for Galton-Watson processes. 
Later on this analytical transformation has been generalised by Ikeda, Nagasawa, 
Watanabe [7] for general branching Markov processes. 
The main result of the paper - presented in the third section -states that the 
ratio between the number of particles inside a Bore1 subset of 0 in the erased 
process and the original one tends to a non-random limit a.s. (in a sense). This is 
a spatial extension of Theorem 2 in Athreya and Ney [2, p. 511. 
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2. Erased branching Brownian motion 
Let 2 be the killed branching Brownian motion introduced above and Tits extinction 
time i.e. 
T:= inf(t: g,=dk}, if {.}Z0, 
i +a, otherwise. 
the following definition makes the notion of cutting (or erasure) rigorous (cf. [12]). 
Definition 1. For a given p, 0 s p < ~0, let c P : 0 + 0 u {T} be a measurable mapping 
with the properties 
(a) u~c”(w)=:w”~u~w, TotI,“(w)>p, 
(b) for u E gp, 
(i) b”(w”)=min{b”(w), To 0,U-p}, 
1 
Y:(w), if 0s t < <“(cop), 
(ii) yY(w”) = ak, if ~“(u~)s t and <‘(w”)= To e;;‘(w)-p, 
d,., if ~“(o~‘)s t and &‘“(w”) = c”(w), 
(c) for w E 0 such that T(o) c p, w” = i; 
where t denotes the void tree and 0: is the shift operator which maps a tree w E al’ 
to the subtree of w having ~1 as the first particle (see [lo], [3]), 
Definition 1 is easily modified to the case “p = ~0” in which all finite branches 
are erased. 
Let P be the non-branching part of 2 i.e. x^ is an exponentially with parameter 
(Y killed Brownian motion, which is additionally killed if it exits the domain 0. It 
is easily seen (cf. [ 121) that the function up := fi.( T b p) is excessive for f Moreover, 
considering U” as a function of two variables, v( t, x) := u’(x), it can be shown that 
v solves a parabolic, non-liner boundary value problem (cf. Watanabe [13]). In 
particular, (a/dt)u( t, x) exists and is a smooth function of x. Consequently, we may 
apply Theorem 3 in [12] to obtain: 
Theorem 1. The image of the measure fi under the mapping c”, denoted +, is given by 
~“:(WEA):=~~(~~(W)EA)=(~-~~(X))F~-~~(A)+~~(X)~(WEA), 
where A E 9 and the measure ?’ governs a branching difluusion, denoted g”, having 
(a) the UP-transform (in other words Doob’s h-process with h := up) of x^ as the 
non-branching part, 
(b) the ofipring distribution (k = 1,2, . . , ) 
?‘(v’=kjyf_=y, y!=a,.) 
uO(y)“(l- u”(y))‘P” 
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and 
k?(~:=a,@=y)= 
a(y, P) 
a(y,P)+a(l-F(l-a”(y)))’ 
where a(y, ,o):= -(a/at)v( t, y)I,=, and F is the generating function of the o&ping 
distribution of X. 0 
Remark. In the case p = ~0 we have I%‘( 7; = ak ( r’;‘_ = y) = 0, i.e. a(. , p) = 0. 
Some properties of the processes J? and %I’ are now given. Firstly, recall (cf. 
[ 141) that the expectation semigroup for the number, k’, of particles in the process 
2 living at time t has the generator 
kk=;A+a(F’(l)-1) (2.1) 
operating on the domain 6 := {f E C;,+(O), f = 0 on do}. The notation C;,+(O) 
stands for bounded, positive, continuously two times differentiable functions on 0. 
For the conditioned erased process we have 
~:r(v~‘J+=y) 
&;p, 
k-l I=k 0 
; u”(y)k(l -u”(y))‘-” 
au”(y) F’( 1) 
=a(y,p)+cu(l-F(l-u”(u)))’ 
(2.2) 
From [12] Proposition 3 the following explicit form for the exit distribution of the 
u”-transform is obtained: 
&(< E dt, y<_ E dy) 
=Pl(t; X,Y) 
a(~~,p)+cu(l-F(l-u”(~)))~~~~ 
U"(Y) 
3 (2.3) 
where ?,‘J is the probability measure associated with the u”-transform and $ is the 
transition density of 2. Using (2.2) and (2.3) it is seen that the differential operator 
for the expectation semigroup for the number of particles at time t in the process 
gfJ is 
+a(.,p)+a(l-F(l-UP)) mPF’( 1) 
U” a(.,p)+a(l-F(l-u”))-l . I 
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Because u(t, x) is a solution of the PDE (cf. Ikeda, Nagasawa, Watanabe [7], 
Watanabe [ 131) 
$A~+n(l-u-F(l-n))=E 
it is seen that we have on 0, 
A+ -5 ti(UP.). (2.4) 
The relationship (2.4) is in fact pointed out in Asmussen and Hering [l, p. 2441 (in 
the case p = 00) and Hering [6, p. 5751. 
3. Ratio limit theorem 
Before stating our main theorem we recall some results concerning the asymptotic 
behaviour of the number of particles in the processes 2 and 2”. Firstly, let A0 and 
cpo be the principal eigenvalue and eigenfunction (with the normalisation 5 (p. = 1, 
where the integration is over 0 w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure), respectively, of the 
following eigenvalue problem: 
1 
($A+h)(p=O, on 0, 
cp =o, on a0. 
Then it is wellknown (due to Sevastyanov) that 
Vo:=ho-cu(F’(l)-l)<O e +.(T=m)>O (3.1) 
(see Watanabe [13]). An easy computation (cf. (2.2)) shows that 
is a non-negative $.-martingale. Hence, it has a F.-a.s. limit, denoted with 2. Further, 
it follows from (2.4) that 
is a non-negative ?-martingale-its limit is denoted with zp. 
By Watanabe [ 141 we have for every fr C,,+( 0) as f + ~0, 
Similarly, but by Asmussen, Hering [l], 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Note that the N log N-condition holds for the offspring distribution of 2”. 
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Theorem 2. For every f E C,,+(O), 
&(k o cP) _ 5 U”%f 
‘-m f(%) s Pof 
@-as. ON the set {T?, + CO}. 
Proof. It can be proved as in Watanabe [13, Theorem 3.31 (although the N log N- 
condition (1.1) is weaker than the condition F”(1) <cc used in [13]) that 
{Z>O}={T=~} 9.-a.s. 
Therefore, because 
{2>0}~{&+~}c{T=~] 
(the first inclusion holds F.-a.s.) it follows that 
{.2>0}={&+~} fi.-a.s. (3.4) 
By Theorem 1 the law of 2 0 c” given {cP 0 w f ?} is identical with the law of 2”. 
By the property (3.3) there exists a random variable, denoted Z”, such that 
limf(R o cP) = ZCJ 5 UPVOS 
1-m f(2,) Z J ~of 
@.-a.s. on {fi, + 00). The claim is that Zp = .? fi’.-a.s. on { fi, + 00) or-which is the 
A 
same by (3.4)-on {Z > 0). To see this recall that for A E %I( 0) as t + 00, 
and 
in fi.-probability, where k,(A):= the number of particles inside A at time t. It 
follows that there exists of subsequence {tk} such that 
(3.5) 
$.-a.s. on {Z > 0) (with the convention O/O = 1). Let z E 0 and for 6 > 0 AZ,6 := 
{XE 0: Ix-zI<S}. T o simplify notations let A := Az,S and 
R(A) :=z%!!!&~ 5 
I A PO 
Then, by the continuity of u’, R(A) = up(z) $-o(S). Next, by (3.5), we have for e > 0, 
x?( I~-11 h;i>O) 
k,,,(A) o c” 
$1, (A) 
-R(A) >e,;2>0 , (3.6) 
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where F, := &R(A). Consider now the distribution of I?,iS,(A) 0 c” given the number 
k,:I(A) = m (say) and the locations k$‘= z,, i = 1,. . . , m, of the m particles inside 
A at time t. Let T(zi) be the event that a particle located at z, gives rise to a tree 
for which T> p. Then 
A 
N,,(A) o c” = f lrc,,. 
i=, 
Under the conditioning the mean and the variance of fi,, (A) 0 cp are m( u”( z) + o( 6)) 
and m( u”(z)( 1 - u”(z)) + o( 6)), respectively. We proceed now from (3.6) principally 
as in Athreya and Ney [3, p. 511: 
p. 
(I 
$,,(A)0 c” 
kJA) - 
up(z) > E~IG,;, = m, 2$‘= z,, i = 1,. . . , m 
> 
A 
=ZP (I 
,. 
N,,(A) o c” 
fi,;, (A) 
-(uP(z)+o(6)) >EZ+O(S)) 
k,,(A) = m, _?I:‘= zi, i = 1,. . . , m 
> 
,L U~(Z)(1-U~(Z))+O(~) 
. z > 
E3 m 
by Chebysev’s inequality, where it is assumed that 6 is small enough to guarantee 
E>:= ~u’(z)+o(S)>O and Ed:= F~+o(S)>O. It follows 
F.( 1%ll>E;i>o) 
up(z)(l-up(z))+oo(~) p, 1 
2 
&3 m; 
fi,JA)>O,_bO 
+fi.(fi,,(A)=O,bO) , 
> 
and by dominated convergence the right hand side of this equals zero. The proof 
is complete. •i 
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